THE SALT TIME JOURNEY

NEW ADVENTURE TOUR HIGHLIGHTS:
- Explanations in many international languages
- Changing clothes — from visitor to miner
- The journey into the mountain
- The Salt Cathedral
- With the miner’s slide into the depths
- Looking and marveling
- Salt — the earth’s gift to mankind
- The Salt Laboratory
- The Treasure Vault
- The Mirror Lake
- SALZI says »goodbye«
- The Salt Shop
- .. and much more that you will experience and learn in the course of the SALT TIME JOURNEY...

You can also enjoy a stay on the rooftop Salt Terrace, and discover the footpath to the »Little Miner« in the Powder Tower and to »Moserrösche«.

SALZI’s tip:
- Old Salt Works in Bad Reichenhall
  www.salzwelt.de

Spoil yourself in the salt mine:
- Berchtesgaden Curative Salt Tunnel

Special tours and further information:
www.salzzeitreise.de

OPENING HOURS:
1 May to 31 October: Daily from 9.00 to 17.00*
2 November to 30 April: Daily from 11.30 to 15.00* (*last entry)
Closed:
Shrove Tuesday, Good Friday, Whit Monday, All Saints’ Day.
Special opening hours during Christmas and Easter.

The temperature is a constant +12° C in the mine. Visitors receive protective clothing at the start of the tour. The total length of the programme is approximately two hours. There are no age restrictions for children, but unfortunately prams cannot be taken along. Dogs are not allowed in the mine under any circumstances.
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THE SALT TIME JOURNEY

Salt is one of life’s building blocks. Millions of years ago oceans covered the present-day countryside. Thousands of years ago man learned to mine salt. The Berchtesgaden Salt Mine is one of Europe’s special features, an international attraction embedded in a fantastic landscape. In the 21st century, the SALT TIME JOURNEY leads into the depths of the mountain, into the earth’s gift — into mankind’s treasure vault!

The historic Bavarian town of Berchtesgaden – close to the border to Salzburg, an hour from Munich and Innsbruck, three hours from Vienna – has been a centre of salt mining & brine extraction for centuries, and now offers a unique attraction. Knowledge and fascination amalgamate into an experience for everyone at the salt mine: two hours of adventure for young and old. The ideal excursi- on destination, just the right complement for any holiday: A place to gaze in awe, enjoy, and to visit again — SALT TIME JOURNEY.

The route leads through the welcome portal to the visitors’ centre. This is where the multilingual experience of all information about salt starts: Its origin, importance, chemistry and geology, and the essentiality for nature and creation. Over the course of millennia, new technical discoveries and developments were applied in salt mining. At the same time, salt became mankind’s memory storehouse due to its preservative effect.

THE VISITOR BECOMES AN EXPLORER

After getting dressed, visitors enter the mysterious world and become the explorers of salt and mountain. The journey with the visitors’ train leads into the depths of the mountain — a spectacular combination of rock and salt, nature and technology. At the sink works’ train stop, a glittering and sparkling site of yearning emerges through light and colour, salt and humidity: A place which is open to visitors via a miner’s slide! Lines and space merge into a unique experience in this Salt Cathedral.

THE ROUTE THROUGH SALT

The visitor’s route leads through age-old tunnels to the origins of historic salt mining. Mining relicts alternate with surprising effects, and SALZI the mascot welcomes the children.

The ferry crosses the Mirror Lake under a twinkling, light-sparkling vault — a sensory experience deep under the earth’s surface.

Mighty salt lodes are visible in the rock. The ventilation doors signal the mining that is still active today.

The route gradually leads back to the light of day. A journey draws to a close. A journey through the history of the earth and fantasy, through beguiling sensory impressions and fascinating information — a journey through salt and time: A journey into the history of mankind!